Make a Wood Bark Owl

For this craft you will need
- Tacky glue or hot glue
- Scissors
- Spruce bark
- Spruce cones
- Birch Bark
- Branch
- Other collected items

1. Collect bark, spruce cones, twigs, and any other items on a nature hunt with the kids. Dried bark from firewood works best.

2. Gently chip and break the bark into the shape of an owl.

3. Cut the spruce cones close to the bottom get big owl eyes. Glue to bark.

4. For the beak, cut a piece of birch bark rate a pyramid shape. Dried bark from firewood works best. Glue to spruce bark.

5. Glue on other collected items you would like to add to give your owl a unique look.

6. Give your owl a perch by gluing it to the branch.
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